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Are you in the market for a used Honda? Honda is one of the most popular car manufacturers,
making finding used Honda cars such as the Honda Civic relatively easy in Canada. However, while
the private used car market may be flooded with used Hondas, how do you know that the used cars
you are looking at have been treated well over the years?

The answer is the Honda Certified Used Vehicle program. This program ensures that the Honda
Civic, Accord, or whatever Honda used car you are considering meets Honda's standards for
reliability and quality. To qualify for this certification, the car must meet all standards set forth by the
manufacturer such as any mileage or model year restrictions. The used cars must also pass a 100-
point mechanical and appearance inspection. In addition, engine and body modifications are strictly
prohibited.

Not only can you buy a certified used Honda Civic and enjoy the peace of mind that certification
brings, certified used Honda cars typically include a powertrain warranty and preferred financing
from Honda Financial Services.

When it comes to buying a Honda, Hamilton car buyers often turn to Sterling Honda because of its
certified pre-owned Honda program. Honda cars are well known for being reliable, and this program
validates that the particular car that you are interested in continues to meet the manufacturer's high
standards. Not only can this Honda dealership offer better used cars and the peace of mind that
certification brings, it also offers a variety of financing programs, Honda service packages, Honda
parts, and Honda accessories.

For example, when buying used cars from a private party, you either need cash or time to secure a
private loan. Cash isn't always an option, and obtaining a private loan is time-consuming. By the
time your loan is funded, the car you want could have sold to someone else! By buying your used
Honda from a dealer such as Sterling Honda, you can find the perfect certified used car, get a great
deal, and arrange financing in one sitting. Imagine walking on the lot, selecting a Honda, and driving
home in your new pre-owned Honda. You can save a lot of money over the long term by focusing
on certified used cars.

Hamilton Honda enthusiasts get social with Sterling Honda on Facebook. Participate in polls, view
photos and videos of tricked out Honda Civics, and get advanced notice of upcoming sales on new
and used Honda cars.
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Whether you're in the market for a new or a Honda Civic or an existing Hamilton Honda owner,
connect with Sterling Honda Hamilton on Facebook for the latest news and Honda service centre
specials.
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